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The Mission of the Friends of Bright Leaf is to conserve and enhance
Bright Leaf and promote the public’s enjoyment, understanding, and
appreciation of this urban jewel.
An Occasional Newsletter

Fall/Winter 2014
In the heat of the
Summer
The pond and streams
bring wildlife galore
Page 3

The Other Blue Flower

Seen at Bright Leaf
Bright Leaf in all its
splendor
Page 10

Often ignored but
beautiful when studied up
close

Page 5

Summer Delights
Along with wonderful
wildflowers there were
several exciting
creature sightings
Page 2

Owls
Whoo-hoo what fun
Page 6

Why is that?
Find out about
something unusual
Page 8

Always Something to See
Did you realize that Texas has its own native wild Poinsettia and that
you can see them here at Bright Leaf? Euphorbia cyathophora or Fire on
the Mountain has smaller leaves than those sold in stores but can
reach a height of three feet. Why not visit Bright Leaf this December to
see if you can see this wild Christmas plant for yourself.

Friends of Bright Leaf
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A turtle observed by Carol Sessler at Dry Creek

Letter from the President
Each month that I arrive at Bright Leaf for a monthly hike, I look
forward to seeing what plants are in bloom, what birds are singing,
what insects are flying or crawling. After several years of hikes, I have
a general idea of what to expect from season to season. But the
happiest lesson I have learned is to expect to be surprised. In some
years, the spring blooming Cedar Sage, Salvia roemeriana, puts on a
brilliant show of red throughout the preserve in the shade of the Ashe
Juniper. While in other years we see just a few. Some years we are
lucky enough to spot some native orchids in bloom, but strike out in
other years.
This year, on a hike in April, we were treated to the song of male
Goldencheeked Warblers. It is not uncommon for hike participants
to hear these warblers in April, but it is rare that we get a chance to
see them. This year, as we stood still listening to the songs of two
warblers, they got louder and clearer as the warblers moved closer and
closer to our group. Eventually we spotted one warbler and then a
short time later the other. For several minutes we were able to watch
and listen to the two male Goldencheeked Warblers flit through the
trees just above our heads before they eventually moved on.
Friends of Bright Leaf

In June, after some good early summer rains, we were treated to
the delicate blue blooms of Widow’s Tears, Commelina erecta,
peeking out of the shady understory throughout the hike. It’s not
uncommon to see a handful of these blooms in the late spring,
summer and early fall. But this June they really put on a show,
seemingly popping up every few feet along the trail.
And in July we had an even more impressive display. This time the
beautiful pink bouquets of Mountain Pink, Centaurium beyrichii.
These plants thrive on the seemingly inhospitable dry caliche slopes,
exposed to the harsh summer sun. The conditions were obviously just
right for them this year, as we saw hundreds of them blooming on the
hillsides of the upland portions of the preserve.
Thanks to all the dedicated and generous volunteers that maintain
and patrol the trails, lead guided hikes, and remove invasive plant
species. It is much appreciated! And thanks to the visitors that come
out to enjoy and learn about this unique and special preserve. Please
come and join us on a guided hike and see what surprises await.
Bill Dodd
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In the Heat of the Summer
Nancy Woolley

Mourning Doves are almost hidden in plain sight in the summer grass at the
Bright Leaf parking area.

Activity at Bright Leaf Preserve is highest during the spring and fall
months. The weather is pleasant and flowers are blooming. There can be
beautiful days in winter too, but the temperatures are more unpredictable. It
might be a warm 70 one day and then 40 or below the next. Some brave
souls take the gamble and it can pay off with some very nice hikes. The real
lull in hiking however takes place over the hot summer months. Schools are
out, people are off on vacation, and it is a good time to hide out in
comfortable air conditioning or by a local swimming pool.
!
At Bright Leaf, a few flowers show themselves despite the heat.
Mountain Pinks (Centaurium beyrichii), an occasional Blackfoot Daisy
(Melampodium leucanthum), and Texas Milkweed (Asclepias texana ) can be
seen. Summertime hikers are usually on the monthly hikes that continue
year round or with the Lifetime Learning group that also keeps on hiking
through heat or cold. A welcome respite in the form of cold water is offered
at the halfway point on these hikes, provided by the Friends of Bright Leaf.
!
This year has not been as dry as some recent summers, but even so
the water in Dry Creek dwindled to a slow trickle and then slowed to a stop.
Fall rain should soon replenish the flow. In the meantime, as the pool by the
parking lot shrank, the Blue Gill and other fish became more concentrated in
a smaller and smaller area. Predators such as a Blotched Water Snake
(shown right) and a Green Heron (next page) came to take advantage of the
Friends of Bright Leaf
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situation. When the water returns, fish will return
also, like they have in the past.
!
While the creek is low, it offers an
opportunity for trash collection. Trash that was
concealed or unreachable at other times is more
easily retrieved when the creek bed is walkable.
See the list of items found in Dry Creek on a
recent trash clean up. Certainly an encouragement
for everyone to always dispose of trash properly!
The trash along Dry Creek washes in from outside
the wildlife preserve and is cleaned up as quickly
as possible to offer the best views of the creek to
visitors. Come September, school is back in
session, Labor Day picnics are over, and
temperatures start to moderate in a tantalizing
way. Autumn leaves enter our imagination and a
hike in nature sounds like a grand idea once
again.

Even the tiniest things thrill!

The Austin Youth River
Watch found this tiny frog
near Dry Creek while testing
the water quality in late
spring.

Friends of Bright Leaf
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The Other Blue Flower
Bill Dodd
There aren’t many true blue flowers that grow natively here in
central Texas. Everyone is of course familiar with our state
flower, the bluebonnet. But another attractive blue flower that
grows here is Widow’s Tears, Commelina erecta. This flower can
be seen blooming at Bright Leaf from late spring through early
fall, but less likely during the hottest months (July and
August). It likes the shade of wooded areas and does not need
much moisture. This year, probably due to the nice early
summer rains, we were treated to quite a show of these blue
blooms in June.

When hiking in the OakJuniper woodlands of central Texas in
the spring and fall, keep a sharp eye out for this other blue
flower. In the shade of the woods, the blue flower can be hard
to discern. But the beauty of these delicate blooms makes the
effort worthwhile.

Widow’s Tears are in the Commelinaceae, or Spiderwort family.
On first look, they appear to have two blue petals at the top of
the flower, one to the left and one to the right. But if you look
closer, you can see there is a third smaller white petal below
the two showy blue petals. If you squeeze the bract that
surrounds the flower stalk, a drop of clear liquid will ooze out.
This is how the flower got its somewhat morose common
name of Widow’s Tears. A Spanish common name is Hierba de
Pollo, ‘herb of the chicken’. The genus name Commelina was
chosen by the famous botanist Carl Linnaeus to honor two
Dutch botanists in the Commelijn family.
Friends of Bright Leaf
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Who is There?
Nancy Woolley

Young Great Horned Owl
Friends of Bright Leaf
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The two owl species at Bright Leaf Preserve
are the Eastern Screech Owl and the Great
Horned Owl. The Great Horned Owl is perhaps
the most iconic, the one most people think of
when asked to describe an owl. They have
shades of brown and grey with black bars on
their feathers. The throat is white and the belly is
pale. Feathers form tufts that might be mistaken
for horns or ears. The eyes are large and yellow
with a disk of feathers around each. The call of
the owls is the familiar whoo whoo-hoo whoo
whoo. The female is slightly higher pitched and
a pair calling back and forth can be heard over
great distances. The Eastern Screech Owl, in
contrast, typically has a trilling call that sounds
very different than the Great Horned Owl.
!
While the Eastern Screech Owl is small,
only about six to ten inches tall, the Great
Horned Owl is one of the largest North
American owls, ranging from eighteen to
twenty four inches as an adult. Their wingspan
can be four to five feet across! Not only are they
large, but they are built for hunting. The feathers
are fringed to allow for near silent flight. The
large eyes have binocular vision, like ours, that
allow for excellent depth perception. And their
large pupils allow the Great Horned Owl to
have superb night vision for nocturnal hunting.
Their ears, which are underneath the feathers
surrounding their eyes, allow the owl to hear prey –
even up to 900 feet away! Their powerful talons can
clamp down with almost thirty pounds of pressure.
Great Horned Owls feed on small to medium sized
animals such as rats, squirrels, rabbits, and many other
creatures. These owls are very successful, ranging
through most of North, Central, and South America.
Their main threat is from habitat loss and the use of
pesticides and herbicides.
!
The Great Horned Owl mates for life and will
use the nests of other birds, like hawks, or find hollow
tree trunks, or even rock ledges to lay two to five eggs in
January or February. It takes a month for the eggs to
hatch and then it takes about six weeks for the young
owls to start to fly. They will stay dependent on their
parents for food until fall.
!
Great Horned Owls have called Bright Leaf
Preserve home for many, many years and we hope to
always hear them calling, “whoo whoo-hoo whoo
whoo”.

Information from: The Nature Conservancy and
Cornell Lab of Ornithology: All About Birds

Friends of Bright Leaf
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Why is that?
The living dead
– Victims of the
killer wasps!
Patricia (Rikki) McGee

No doubt you’ve seen these two insects flying
low over the ground as they seek nutrients.
Ants, bees, and wasps belong to the
Hymenoptera (Transparent wing) family. The
Tarantula Hawk Wasp (Pepsis Formos), above,
and the Cicada Killer Wasp (Sphecius speciosus),
right, can look rather threatening, but neither
is aggressive towards humans unless
threatened,
although their rather ghoulish requirement for
producing offspring makes for a gory story!
These two wasps have some shared
characteristics that make them unique and
savvy predators. First, they both nest close to
their reproductive prey, and second, they use
their prey as a host for their developing
offspring. Both wasps paralyze their prey (a
Friends of Bright Leaf
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tarantula or a cicada) and drag it back to
its burrow where it lays an egg in the
tarantula or cicada. At this point the life
cycle differs slightly.
The Cicada Killer Wasp burrow tunnels
in well-drained soil, typically in sunny
areas where cicadas inhabit. The
photograph above illustrates the telltaleburrowing pattern of the underground
nest. The female cicada can dig its lair
deep into the ground – up to one foot –
that can damage gardens, landscapes
and even brick-lined patios. They don’t
like water, so summer in Texas is a
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prolific and happy season for them. After
laying its egg on the cicada, the female
wasp fills in the tunnel. The wasp larva
emerges from the egg and eats the still
living cicada. It then creates a cocoon in
the shell of the host and hibernates until
the following spring.
Following a similar strategy, the
Tarantula Hawk female buries the
paralyzed Tarantula spider in its burrow.
After mating it returns to lay its eggs in
the still living spider. Once the eggs are
laid the larva develops entering the
spider through a hole in its stomach and

eats the still living spider, avoiding
organs to keep the host alive longer.
Interesting that these wasps don’t have a
lot of predators but are favored by
Roadrunners. Although not aggressive to
humans, the Tarantula Wasp sting is
thought to be the second most painful
insect sting in the world. It is the New
Mexico state insect.
For more information
Bug Guide - http://bugguide.net/node/
view/3/bgpage

Do you have a question?
Have you visited Bright Leaf and seen something you would like to know more about? Do you have a question about
Bright Leaf itself? Why not contact us and we will see if we can answer it for you. Maybe you have visited and would like
to share an image — why not send it along? We would love to share it with our readers. Contact us at Friends of Bright
Leaf, P.O. Box 27921, Austin, Texas 78755-7921, telephone: 512-459-7269, or by e-mail: FriendsOfBrightLeaf@gmail.com
Friends of Bright Leaf
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Seen at Bright Leaf
Nancy Woolley

Indian Blanket aka Firewheel flower (Gaillardia pulchella).

Bright Leaf wild
turkey visiting
neighbors on
Beverly Hills Drive.
Happy Thanksgiving
to all!
Friends of Bright Leaf
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Ruby Crowned Kinglet, a
winter bird at Bright Leaf,
with his red crown raised.

Lindheimer's Senna in bloom
just south of the eastern trail 3
junction with trail 6. This plant
has beautiful flowers and it also
has very velvety soft leaves.

Seen in the pond, this
snapping turtle!

Friends of Bright Leaf
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Dragonflies abound at Bright Leaf and these are just
two I found close to the areas of water in the preserve.
I have also seen bright red dragonflies mating and the
female laying eggs at the edge of what water is left at
the pond area just below the parking lot.
The fall rains have been very welcome!

Friends of Bright Leaf
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Trash found along Dry Creek
Nancy Woolley

•

Plastic bags of all sorts

•

Wire

•

Plastic red party cup

•

•

Styrofoam cups

Corrugated drain pipe – 8 ft.
long

•

Styrofoam ‘peanuts’

•

Inflatable pool ball

•

Plastic food container

•

Part of a car tire

•

Plastic bottles – Gatorade, tea,
& water

•

Bicycle tire

•

Plastic paint tray

•

Tube of under eye concealer

•

PVC pipe

•

Beer cans – Bud Lite &
Heineken

•

Rebar

•

Soda cans – Coke & Dr. Pepper

•

Duct tape

•

String

Friends of Bright Leaf

Please dispose of trash responsibly.
Don’t let it wash downstream!
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Calendar of Events
2014
Jan. - Sat. 12
Sun. 13

July - Sat. 13
Sun. 14

Feb. - Sat. 9
Sun. 10

Aug. - Sat. 10
Sun. 11

Mar. - Sat. 9
Sun. 10

Sept. - Sun. 8 *
Sat. 14 *

Apr. - Sat. 13
Sun. 14

Oct. - Sat. 12
Sun. 13

May - Sat. 11
Sun. 12

Nov. - Sat. 9
Sun. 10

June - Sat. 8
Sun. 9

Dec. - Sun. 8 *
Sat. 14 *
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Hikes

Monthly Hikes

All hikes at Bright Leaf Preserve must be
guided hikes.

Monthly hikes start at 9:00am.
Please arrive on time. The hike will be
approximately 4 miles long and last about
2 1/2 hours.

The Friends of Bright Leaf docents are
happy to provide guided hikes monthly
and by special request.

Rules to Remember:

Meet at the parking lot off 2222 and Creek
Mountain Road. Directions are on the website.
Dress for the weather and bring a water bottle.

All hikes are guided hikes
No dogs allowed
No bikes
No shing, swimming, or camping

No reservation is necessary. You are welcome
to call if you have any questions.
The rocky trails are not suitable for strollers

For shorter hikes, for groups of 10 or more, or for hikes on other days,
call 512-459-7269 or email FriendsOfBrightLeaf@gmail.com.

* In September and December 2014, the
second Sunday comes the weekend before
the second Saturday.

Scout troops and others may
be interested in a
Bright Leaf Preserve patch.
Avalable for $5 each.
Please call or email for
information.

Caps $20

Patches $5

T-Shirts $15

Contact friendsofbrightleaf@gmail.com
more information
To order, contact Sally Scott for
at 453-2289
Friends of Bright Leaf
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Thanks to all who help make this
possible...

Friends of Bright Leaf

Photo Credits

Special Thanks To

All images property of Bright Leaf unless
otherwise stated and taken by Nancy
Woolley and others. Lady Bird Johnson
Wildflower Center, page 1. Bill Dodd,
page 2 & 6. Rikki McGee, page 9 & 10.

• The docents who lead our hikes every
month.

Check out our web site:

• Contributors to Friends of Bright Leaf

“www.brightleaf.org”

Friends of Bright Leaf
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Get Involved
FRIENDS OF BRIGHT LEAF
Part of the Austin Community Foundation
P.O. Box 27921
Austin, Texas 78755-7921

Donations to
Bright Leaf Preserve
Donations provide funds to help preserve, maintain, and improve this natural treasure. Please help us assure
that Georgia B. Lucas’ dream will last many lifetimes.
Suggested donations:
Individual $25 __ ! !

Family $35 __ !

!

!

Supporter $50 __ !

!

!

Sponsor $100 __

Other $ __________
Please make checks payable to “Friends of Bright Leaf”
Check #

NAME(S): _____________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________________
CITY: ___________________________ STATE: _______________ ZIP: __________________
PHONE: ______________________________________________________________________
E-MAIL: ______________________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE:__________________________________________________________________

The Friends of Bright Leaf will NOT sell or loan membership information with any other entity.

Mail to:
Friends of Bright Leaf
P.O. Box 27921
Austin TX 78755-7921

Friends of Bright Leaf
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